
Configure the Allowlist for USB Devices

USB is now the most common way to connect computers around the world. How can we ensure that we 
are not infected if we can't ban employees? 

What is a USB virus? Any virus infected from the USB transmission interface is counted, because the USB 
interface application is becoming more and more popular, and the Windows system is preset to play 
automatically, thus extending the infection path.

"Why can't anti-virus software detect USB viruses?" Information workers have to deal with a lot of things 
every day. The anti-virus system that relied on the most is not fast enough to protect the virus code.

Configure a Allow List for USB Devices
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- USB is now the most common way to connect computers around the world. How can we ensure that we are not infected   
if we can't ban employees?

- What is a USB virus? Any virus infected from the USB transmission interface is counted, because the USB interface application is  
becoming more and more popular, and the Windows system is preset to play automatically, thus extending the infection path.

- "Why can't anti-virus software detect USB viruses?" Information workers have to deal with a lot of things every day. The anti-virus 
system that relied on the most is not fast enough to protect the virus code.

USB : Most convenient, & most insecure

- Industrial PC are more difficult to protect against USB viruses.

- Industrial PC are generally located in public areas or factories. In the case of multi-person use, it is only by propaganda: 
  "Do not use USB that is unknown." Once the equipment is poisoned, the disaster is very serious.

- Allow list the USB Storage/USB Keyboard/Mouse and Disable USB Ports by UltraLock Utility is the best way.

Better to prevent it beforehand
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